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things we should look for. As I mentioned, we had various short trips. ON one of

them them, when my ankle still was not very good, we were down in the foothill country

and found we had to rush to catch the train back to Jerusalem. With iii my ankle the

way it was I could not go as fast as the rest, and so j Dau near the valley of

Elah, where David and Goliath had fought, I saw the train pull out and the

minister from N.Dak° and I were left behind. Dr. Albright had said to us, "If

you can't make the train, there is a Jewish colony here; you can stay there

overnight." We went to the Jewish colony and talked to hte head man who arranged

for us to stay with a certain family. WE got with the family and there we found

difficulty in communicating. When the professor from N. Dak° wanted to ask a

question he woud tell me in English what he wanted to say. Neither of us could

speak modern Hebrew well enough to communicate properly with the people. So he

would ask me a question, or he would tell me what he wanted to ask them, in English.

They brought in a neighbor who knew German, and I would translate it into German,

but he didn't know modern Hebrew, so he would translat it from German into another

language, to the man of the house, and he would translate it into modern Hebrew

to his wife; she would give the answer and go back through all that to get back
I

to the minister from N Dak°. /After/X got back to America I saw pictures of the

that colony being burned in an Arab uprising.
rib (?)

On tk this trip the man from ND* kept trying to rip the Scotsman. He would,

for instance, at this time the word AEF was well known, which had stood for
had gone

American Expeditionary forces, describing the American troops who wwtxw went to

Europe ten years before. The minister would keep referring to AEF as "after

England failed," and he was ribbing them quite a bit. But they got along quite

amicably. Later on one of our graduates from Faith took a degree doctor's degree

in Glasgow with this Professor Mauchline,and told me that he remembered me.

We often took short ttips in the Jerusalem area and then the plans were made

for the big trip which was to be on kuw horseback. There were only four of us in

the party, but there were several muleteers. They had mules carrying our stuff,

tents, etc. The party that went con*isted of four pwxw people, Dr. 4lbright,
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